
The little snowgirl, an old Russian tale by Croll, Carolyn Story of a wood carver and they want a child of their own. They watch the children build a snowman and his wife becomes very sad. The husband did make one outside and he wakes his wife the next morning to see what he's done. She wants the snowgirl to speak and something so magical happens. The wife wants the child to eat warm hot food and that's not possible for the snowgirl. Their Santa will never find her to leave gifts because she is not in her bed, inside the house. There is more magic to come......Â Â–¾Library descriptions. Caterina and Pavel's wish for a child is fulfilled when the snowgirl Pavel makes in the yard comes alive. Â–¾Library descriptions. No library descriptions found. The little snowgirl, an old Russian tale. Â–¾Library descriptions. The little snowgirl, an old Russian tale. This edition was published in 1989 by Putnam in New York. Edition Description. Caterina and Pavel's wish for a child is fulfilled when the snowgirl Pavel makes in the yard comes alive. Edition Notes. "A Whitebird book." Classifications. Dewey Decimal Class. Russians are no strangers to fairy tales, and reading fairy tales to children is part of the journey of raising them. Here is a short list of stories that every Russian knows and that are deeply embedded in the collective conscience. Tsarevich Ivan, the Firebird and the Grey Wolf. An old man and an old woman have two daughters; one was fairly unattractive, but the younger, Nastya, was skilled and beautiful. The stepmother, or the mother as is told in some stories, did not love them equally. She wanted to marry her favourite daughter, who was the less attractive one, but all the potential husbands instantly preferred Nastya. The old woman decides to send Nastya away. She tells her husband to take her to the forest in the middle of winter and leave her there to die.